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Star Trek: A Call To Duty Presents ....

USS Andromeda
”The Prometheus Interphase” Parts I & II

Starring 
Janne Nikula as Captain Sketek Zhnirev
Jack Farfri as Commander Ray Durron and NPC Ensign Sarah Lureng
Miika Nikula as Commander Senek Zhnirev
Nuno Cruz as Lieutenant Commander Rie-mann Z’heta
 James Van Hoyweghen as Lieutenant Commander Tal’el Jordain
 PJ Chapman as Lieutenant Phillipe Joseph Capulette
 Casey Hare as Lieutenant J.G. Larn Kostra
 Scott Boggs as Lieutenant J.G. Spike Angelus Laredo
And...
John McDermott as ROM and himself
Host ACTDJohn_Sea says:
Begin USS Andromeda "The Prometheus Interphase" Part 1 and 2 10310.26
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Exits his quarters with a new look, his hair is now long black with a blue shine on it. Made in a ponytail that reaches to the middle of his back::
Host ACTDJohn_Sea says:
Action: The USS Andromeda is 15 minutes away from the Prometheus Station
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Enters the bridge as the shift is about to start::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Is sitting in his new chair::
Host CO_Sketek says:
::At the bridge::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::At tactical, monitoring sensors::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::In his Office reading over the minimal data on ROM::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Seated at the OPS station:: CO: Sir, we are 15 minutes away from the Prometheus Station.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: I'm reporting in, Captain.  ::Goes to the Science console::
FCO_Ens_Lureng says:
XO: ETA of fifteen minutes sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Nods to the CSO::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
FCO: thank you
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Walks to ROM's quarters and presses the door chime::
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Attempt to gain a contact with them.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Looks at OPS and thinks for a moment than looks at the CO than shrugs and looks back at the viewscreen::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Presses the chime on the CEO's office::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Looks at the console display::  CO: Sir, There is a super massive black hole in the system.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
Door: Enter.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Aye Sir, hailing them now.  ::Presses buttons on his console and hails the station::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Presses the chime again at ROM's Quarters::
Host ROM says:
Aloud: Enter.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: And... strangely, it is producing pressure wave, like a sound, only its 56 octaves below the human range of hearing...
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Walks in::  Rom: Good morning ROM. How do you feel today?
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Walks in:: CEO: Thought I should inform you that I've set up that diagnostic team on the deflector array.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Maintains yellow alert::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: That is weird.
Host ROM says:
Action: No response from Prometheus station, the channel is totally silent.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: That's good. It will be nice to finally know why the array is continually getting just the slightest bit unaligned.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: There has been no response sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Do we have any indication of any activity in this region that is out of ordinary?
Host ROM says:
CNS: I am feeling fine and most pleased, this is a wonderful starship you have here
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: In our sensors, that is.
OPS: That is unfortunate but expected.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: Too true. ::Plops down on the CEO's couch::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes sir, it is.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: I'll check the sensors, Captain.  Meanwhile, should I put it on screen?  I'm intrigued about it...   
Host CO_Sketek says:
XO: This might be like walking to a trap.
CSO: Yes, you can put it on screen.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: Is there something else I can help you with, Chief?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Now entering the outer planets of the Anchorate system, 5 minutes to arrival.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
Rom: Why thank you. Actually I’m here to tell you that I’ll be the liaison between you and the rest of the crew of this ship. Simply for the reason that it does not happen every day that we gat a "life form" like you on our ship
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
CO: I was thinking that sir but I figured I was just being a shade paranoid.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Maintain yellow alert status and consider different threat scenarios we might be facing.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
Rom: Some people may have problems with your presence here. I hope that you understand.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Presses button and places the Black Hole on screen and magnifies::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: I was actually going to ask you that...You seem preoccupied when you're on duty, sir. Like you've got something major on your mind.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: Aye.
FCO_Ens_Lureng says:
::Slows the ship to impulse::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: I know you're acclimated to the Engineering Environment, now. And you've been a welcome addition now, but it's not just me who's noticed it. Many of the other engineers have commented to me that you don't seem entirely.....there.
Host ROM says:
Action: Prometheus Station appears on the screen, it is military contractor base with external landing pads for short range craft, and external ports capable for starship docking.  There are navigational lights on it, and it is generating life support and power.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Checks the sensors for alien activity within the black hole surrounding region::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Checks sensors to see if there are any ships in the system::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: Really? How many of the department are we talking here?
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Scan the station for life signs.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Looks at the viewscreen feeling cut off from the data he usually has::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Scans the station for signs of life::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: I've gotten comments from about eleven of the engineers who work here in Main Engineering, and about four of the ship wide techs have said stuff too. So I guess the real question is, what's on your mind, Lieutenant?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: Done. No life signs detected.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Sir, the sound is traveling through the solar wind ionized particle flow. I'm still checking its origin and cause.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Looks around the bridge and mutters something than begins working on the arm console of his chair.::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Use our scanners to find out if the air on the station is breathable. Also scan all other environmental things that might become problematic for an away team.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Blinks and leans back in chair:: EO: There are....two things. Yeah, two things, that've been on my mind over the past few weeks or so. The first one is that I've spent a lot of my waking and sleeping hours thinking about this modified warp core design that came to me one day. It's....different. I've actually had to take computerized refresher courses on warp core theory just to make the design sound.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
ROM: So tell me about yourself ROM.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: A new warp core? That's quite an undertaking.
Host CO_Sketek says:
XO: Assuming that the environment is within safe parameters, you may take an away team to the station to investigate this mystery.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Aye, aye, Sir.  ::checks SRS::  CO: Captain, the air on the station is breathable.
Host ROM says:
CNS: Well I'm a single, positronic computer with a stable job.
Host CO_Sketek says:
XO: I insist that the CTO and CNS remain here but you may choose any other officers you want to take with you.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
CO: Acknowledged.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: It really is. If I've done my calculations correctly, it should drastically increase cruising speed and time. Either that or my theories are completely off and it would just be a big waste of money and make a ship explode.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: For everyone's sake, I'll hope the former.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
ROM: Interesting. and what can you tell me about your "masters", The Ploreans.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Begins working on a roster for the AT::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Captain, I have reason to believe that the sound is spontaneously created by light and heat which the black hole generates that pushes back the ionized solar wind gaze in the system.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: So what's the other thing?
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Fascinating. I don't think I have heard anything like that before.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Reads the console data::  Self: a single chronoton particle?  that's odd... ::makes another scan::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: To build it up to be more than it is, I'd say that I'm simply suffering from the standard Officer serving on a starship alone without companionship and therefore being preoccupied. But simplifying it, One could say that I'm lonely.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Stands up and looks around::
Host ROM says:
Action: Prometheus station, silently drifts in geosynchronous orbit against the class M Anchorate 1.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Taken aback:: CEO: Well I certainly wasn't expecting that one.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: Me neither. It was a complete curveball when I finally realized that's what my problem is.
Host ROM says:
CNS: Not much for humor are you. The Ploreans were not my masters, they were my beloved creators.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Thinks for a while and decides to share the info::  CO: Sir, sensors detected a single anti-chronoton particle in the space near the station.  It's quite puzzling...  I'm conducting more scans.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Temporal instability?
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
CO: I will be taking the CEO with me.  Everyone else has more than enough work here. sir.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: Well it's quite a common thing to feel that way, sir. I mean....I've been on ship for about a-year-and-a-half now, I felt that way for a little while in the beginning, but I guess I just got used to it.
Host CO_Sketek says:
XO: Very well. Please keep us updated of your progress.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: Easier said than done, I suppose.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: I'm wondering about that, temporal instability...  But a single particle doesn't seem natural...  I'm checking sensors again, Captain.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
*CEO* report to Transporter room one for away team duty.
::Exits the bridge to the Turbolift:: CPU: Transporter room one.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Jolted out of reverie:: *XO* Acknowledged.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
Rom: I have a sense of humor or at least I hade one. I lost it a very long time ago but sometimes it surfaces. I think i lost all emotion.....
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: Have fun. And if you ever need to, you know, talk. I'm here. ::Stands up and leaves the office::
Host ROM says:
Action: The Andromeda approaches the station on main impulse.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
*TC Molecules* I am preparing for an Away mission. please have two EVA suits ready.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Picks up tricorder and duty-phaser:: Empty Room: Thanks.
TC_MCPO_Molecules says:
*XO* Acknowledged.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Walks out of the office and to the Turbolift:: CPU: Deck 10.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Arrives in the transporter room and takes the EVA suit from Molecules:: Molecules: thanks.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Keep scanning the station for anything suspicious.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Checks the Starfleet database for anti-chronoton particles::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: Of course.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Walks out of the Turbolift to the Transporter room:: XO: Reporting for duty.
TC_MCPO_Molecules says:
XO: Of course. ::Tosses the CEO an EVA suit::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Runs more scans on the systems of the station::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Suits up than clips a portable camera onto the side of the helmet.  Then picks up a phaser rifle::
Host ROM says:
Action: Red light on OPS' panel, warp core temperature rising, graviton particles becoming excited.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Puts on suit::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Waits for the away team's life signs to appear on the station::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Checks CEO's seals::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Sir, the warp core's temperature is rising.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Is there any known reason for that?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Most likely a reaction to the Black Hole.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
*CO*Away team ready for transport.  I hooked up a camera setting to transmit now.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
ROM: I think we better get to the bridge, I think we are almost at out destination
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Sets the camera to transmit::
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: In the absence of the CEO, you will have to take care of the engineering.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Steps onto the Transporter Pad::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Hears alarms going off indicating temperature increase, beings scampering about attempting to figure the cause::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Steps onto the Transporter Pad::
Host ROM says:
CNS : Excellent I would like to see the bridge ::picks up his yo yo::
Host CO_Sketek says:
*XO* Transport is authorized and good luck.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: The super massive black hole is exerting a gravitational pull on the core's particles, generating a warp field near the station impossible.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
ROM: Follow me then ::walks out and heads for the TL::
TC_MCPO_Molecules says:
XO: Destination imputed, ready to energize.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Checks the channel and sets it to transmit on 101.221::*OPS* camera transmission on channel 101.221.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
*Engineering Teams* All teams report to ME, stat.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
*TC*:Energize
TC_MCPO_Molecules says:
XO/CEO: Shaken, not stirred. ::Presses Energize button::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
XO: Aye.  CO: The XO has set his camera to channel 101.221.  I will put it on the main viewscreen.  Also, permission to leave the bridge to go to Main Engineering and assist with the Warp Core problem?
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Arrives at the TL and enters together with ROM:: CPU: Bridge.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Is still consulting the database for anti-chronoton particles::
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Well, as we are not about to return immediately, we can shut down the warp core entirely if it becomes an issue. But there may be dangers unknown to us and then the warp core might be a life saver.
Permission granted.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: True, but it seems it is cooling down now, but I will still go to ME and make sure things stay safe.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Begins to de-materialize from the Transporter Room::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Exits Turbolift on the bridge:: CO: Reporting for duty sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Nods to OPS::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: Welcome back, commander.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Materializes on the station and looks around::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: How is our guest?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Stands and walks to the bridge Turbolift:: CPU: Deck 21, Main Engineering.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
@::Materializes next to the XO on the station::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Monitors the station and the away team::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CO: Thank you Sir, He is amusing himself with his... Yo Yo.  May I ask what our status is Captain?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Exits the Turbolift when it stops and enters Main Engineering::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: The status is that we are here, safe and nothing is happening. It is almost as if the station crew would have vanished to thin air.
Host ROM says:
Action: The away team materializes on level one of the station, there are no people around, all systems seem to be in working order, just empty, a skeleton picked clean is in a uniform in one of the chairs.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: XO and CEO are in an away team.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Gives ROM a somewhat suspicious glance, then returns to his console::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Looks around and loops his arm through the phaser rifle strap::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Sees the OPS walk into Main Engineering:: OPS: What are you doing here?
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Recalibrates the sensors to specifically check anti-chronoton particles::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Looks around not especially familiar with Main Engineering:: EO: Have you noticed that the Warp Core has been getting warm?
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
@::Pockets his phaser and takes out his tricorder to do some scans::
Host ROM says:
::Walks onto the bridge next the CNS, glistening in pure positronic state::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: While the OPS is in engineering, maintain our communications with the away team.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@CEO: See if you can find the log.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: Aye, sir.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: Yes, I have. Do you not here the blaring alarms that I have yet to shut off? Well as long as you're standing here, see if you can vent some drive plasma to try and cool the core. That panel over there. ::Points in a random direction::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Has seen the eyes of the CTO go to ROM and back and now looks at the CTO with questioning eyes showing no emotion::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
@XO: Aye. ::Walks over to an LCARS access panel and begins to look for the logs::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: The particle is our only clue so far.
Host ROM says:
Action: The warp core flow computer is attempting to compensate for the difficulties, however the core temp continues to drop as the matter and anti matter become separated.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Answers to CNS by a similar questioning look, then gets back to his console again::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
ROM: Please Rom have a seat in my chair. ::Sits himself down in the XO chair to keep it warm::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Walks over to the skeleton and pulls out a tricorder::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Chuckles:: EO: Sure.  :: Walks over to the panel the EO pointed at and begins to vent that plasma.::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: I'm aware of that, Sir.  That's why I'm trying to find what may have caused it.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Try to run some kind of heuristic dating algorithms on all the objects in this system: our ship, the station, the planets, the black hole, and anything else that might be interesting.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: To find out whether all the objects in this system are in the same time frame.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
*XO* Andromeda here. Have you found anything of interest yet?
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Runs a series of medical scans on the corps::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CO: Sir I hope it is all right that I sit in the XO's chair for now.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Uses the sensors to check space-time fluctuations as well as chronoton particles::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: That is not an issue for me.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Good idea, Sir.  I'm on it.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
@ Self: The computer is running awfully slow.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
EO: Venting Complete.  Anything else I can do to be of service?
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CNS* could you answer a question for me?
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: The temperature has dropped now, but we've lost Matter/Antimatter mix. We aren't going to be generating power much longer if we don't get those two particles to start combining again.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Nods at the CO and then looks at the viewscreen to see what is happening on the station:: *XO*Sure Sir, ask away.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Also programs the sensors to check the surrounding objects for their respective time indexes::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CNS* how much of a skeleton is calcium?
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
@XO: The computer's been erased, sir.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
EO: I see, what shall I do then?
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@CEO: All right. Can you tell what caused it to be erased?
Host ROM says:
Action: The particles in the warp core intermix chamber are now completely separated.  Core power output drops to zero, main power is now offline, lights go off.........auxiliary power takes over.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
@XO: No sir, there's literally nothing there. Not even basic programming.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Looks around at the dark Main Engineering:: OPS: Grab some flashlights.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Attempts to recognize the skeleton's uniform::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Listens to XO and CNS's communication, wondering what's going on::
Host CO_Sketek says:
*OPS* There seems to be trouble there. Please report your status.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@CEO: If there was nothing then power and life support would be out.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
EO: I think I can do that.  ::Walks over to a service locker, picks up two flashlights, returns and gives the EO a light.::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
@XO: I'm only telling you what I know.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Catches flashlight and affixes it to wrist::
Host ROM says:
Action: The XO moves his arm..........his left arm is now completely skeletal and the  left arm of his space suit is gone.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
*CO* We have the problem under control, the black hole was causing some problems, we vented the plasma and are now working to restore power.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Looks at his arm and begins to freak out::
*CO* get us out of here
Host CO_Sketek says:
*OPS* Understood.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
@::Turns around and sees the XO freaking out::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Captain, I don't detect any space-time fluctuations.  I'm attempting to tag all the time indexes of the surrounding objects, including ourselves.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
*XO* Well sir in normal occasions about 53% .
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*TC* Emergency beam out now.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: The away team is requesting to be beamed back. Please do so.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
EO: Alright, where do we start?
TC_MCPO_Molecules says:
::Presses Energize:: *XO* Acknowledged. *CO* Energizing.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Beams the away team back to the Andromeda::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: First we figure out why the Deuterium wasn't bonding to the Anti-Deuterium.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Stares at his arm::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Looks confused:: EO: Right.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Materializes in the Transporter Room::
Host ROM says:
Action: Computer refuses transport of XO Red light on panel  shows the 3 broken circles of the biohazard symbol.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Rolls Eyes:: OPS: Tell me you've taken a basic Warp Theory class?
Host ROM says:
Action: The XO remains on the station.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
EO: Yeah, I've just.....forgotten some of it.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CO* Why am I still here?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: The beam out failed.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
*CO* Where's the XO? ::Takes off helmet::
Host CO_Sketek says:
*XO* Reason unknown. Investigating.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Sir I detected a blood borne biohazard!
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
*CEO* What is going on?
Host CO_Sketek says:
*XO* We have detected a blood borne biohazard.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Cradles his arm and begins rocking as the pressure alarm goes off in his helmet::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: You're about to get a crash course, follow me. ::Walks over to the "pool table"::
Host ROM says:
Action: The skeletal arm of the XO lingers in the light, but still moves like a regular arm.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
*CNS* One minute I was looking for the logs on the station, the next I heard the XO start to freak out and I saw what looked to be his skeleton. He called for beam out and now I'm here.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Sarcastically:: EO: Oooo, fun.  ::Follows the EO:: Self: My time could be much better spent on the bridge.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Tries to hold on to a thought but is beginning to panic::
Host CO_Sketek says:
*XO* Remote diagnosis is almost impossible but at least use your camera to give us a complete view of your body.
Host ROM says:
Action: A wave of extreme nausea comes over the CNS.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::points the tricorder at his arm and begins taking readings but can't make sense of them::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Record this camera transmission.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CNS: We need a quarantined area in the sick bay, so we can safely transport Mr. Durron back.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CO* Yah sure whatever.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Spins on her feet to bring herself to eye contact with the OPS:: OPS: With all due respect, sir. I need only help here, Not sarcastic remarks. It's your choice whether or not you want to be here.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: Aye.
::Records the transmission::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
*XO* How do you feel, describe it to me. Also describe.....::Starts to feel nauseous and is falling to the side of the chair::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
*CO* Sir, I'm still looking for some answers. ::Now out of the EVA Suit::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: You are currently our only senior medical officer so you must give recommendations for whatever medical procedures we might take under.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Taken aback:: EO: Of....of....of course.
Host CO_Sketek says:
*CEO* Please return to the bridge immediately.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Andromeda and the surrounding objects appear to be on the same time "wavelength".  I still don't have a clue of what caused the anti-chronoton particle
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
*CO* Aye, sir. ::Leaves the transporter room and goes to the Turbolift:: CPU: Deck 1.
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Sees XO's skeletal arm on the screen:: CNS: What is... happening to him?
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Unclips the camera from his helmet and puts it on the arm of the skeleton's chair.:: Skeleton: Here you go Yorek.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CO: Sir,...I do....I don't feels....so ...good
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
*A/MRI Team* I need you to manually shut off the Anti-matter injectors.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Looks at screen:: Loud: Poor Mr. Durron... 
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: Counselor?
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Steps away from the camera so the viewers at home can see::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
*MRI Team* I need the Matter Injectors manually shut down.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Has extreme difficulty to keep himself up right::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Looks at the screen than turns at an imagined sound::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Steps out of the Turbolift onto the bridge:: CO: Lt. Capulette, Reporting in.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Alert the sickbay to a full alert condition. I don't know what is happening but it's not good whatever it is.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: We need to get Mr. Durron back to the Andromeda. I recommend we isolate a section of our sick bay entirely from our other life support systems by force fields and beam him there.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Watches the Matter/Antimatter Injectors shut down::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CO* you guys may have noticed but I would rather not stay here much longer guys.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Notifies sick bay that a patient in a critical condition will soon be coming in::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: If that is what his return requires, then do so.
CEO: Welcome back.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: There's something that's causing the Deuterium and Anti-deuterium not to bond, and therefore not creating a power generating reaction.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CEO: If you have any idea how to help, suggestions are more than welcome.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
CO: Thank you, sir. I'd suggest if I knew what the situation was. Can I get an update?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Cuts off an area of the sick bay from Andromeda's life support systems, sets up force fields around it and activates the area's life support systems again so that they are entirely separated from the other systems::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
EO: I see, could it perhaps be a gravitational reaction from the black hole that is causing them not to bond?
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Stands up as good as he possible can and turns to the captain:: CO: Sir something is not right here...out of  .....sync.....universe.. ::Drops to his knees in front of the captain::
Dr_Ens_Karr says:
*CTO* Ready to receive the patient. ::Seals a medical operation suit and enters the quarantined area::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: That's a distinct possibility.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
*XO* We're trying to beam you back again.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Beam the CNS to the sickbay. Not to the isolated area, though.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Looks around and sinks to the floor not hearing Senek::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: If so, the first step is to use the impulse drives or the RCS thrusters to get us out of range of the black hole.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CTO: No I'll stay here
Host CO_Sketek says:
CEO: We know about the same as you do and we are as puzzled as you are. We are only trying to get the XO back.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Sensor analysis of the area indicated that XO Durron is standing in a pocket which is 100 years out of sync!
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
EO: yes, I'll inform the CO that we need to move, to fix it.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
CO: Aye, sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Is the isolation already complete? Can we beam the XO back?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Tries to beam XO into the quarantined zone::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: If we can, then do so.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: The pocket is a sphere with 2.5 m radius.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: I'm working on it.
Host ROM says:
Action: The computer refuses to beam the XO citing contagious biohazard, blood borne and likely airborne.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Glances at CO, then CNS:: CO: Sir?
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: 100 years out of sync? That makes things a bit difficult.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Begins shaking::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: That would be good.
Host ROM says:
Action: As the XO moves his leg becomes skeletal.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CO: I'm feeling a bit better now sir. ::Gets back up again:: Sir, I think that my nausea is caused by the ability I have. Sir we are moving out of sync with the Universe.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: The computer still refuses to beam Mr. Durron back. I'm overriding security precautions with your permission.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO* Don't move, Sir!  You'll age 100 in a flash!!
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Permission granted.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Makes sure that the quarantine is perfect, then overrides the security precaution::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Looks at his leg and then stops moving::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Taps his COM badge:: *CO* One of the EO's and I have come up with what is causing the problem.  It is a gravitational pull coming from the black hole, to fix it, we need to move the Andromeda out of the range of this force.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CSO* it would have been nice to know that BEFORE I lost my leg
Host CO_Sketek says:
*OPS* Your solution is noted but we need to get away team back first.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
*XO* Sir, try to stay calm. Tell me...What you are feeling right now.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Overhears the Captain on the COM:: *CO* What's wrong with the Away Team? Is the Chief okay?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
*CO* I see, what's happening up there?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: I can't get a perfect transporter lock on him.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO*: I'm sorry, Sir.  I've only now found about the time-sphere
Host CO_Sketek says:
*OPS* The XO is stuck in a time bubble.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CO: Sir, I may have an idea
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: It's as if the transporter system doesn't recognize a part of him.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Gasps:: *CO* That's not good.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
EO: I assume you heard that.  We will have to wait to execute our plan.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
ROM: Do you have the ability to get our XO out of this situation?
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
OPS: Yes, but he didn't answer my question on whether or not Lieutenant Capulette is safe.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: Go ahead.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Begins singing to himself but is holding pretty much still::
Host CO_Sketek says:
*OPS* Link the bridge viewscreen to the engineering and try to see if there were any technical solutions we could use here.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Boots up Engineering 1 and sees the situation of the core::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO*: Sir, if you move precisely 4 meters North by Northwest you will exit the phenomena.  
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CSO* HA I see it you are trying to kill me you tell me to move than you tell me not to move you want to kill me. ::Chuckles Manically:: I see what you are doing!
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
CO: Sir, how long has the core been offline?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
*CO* Aye ::Links the two screens.::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CEO: A couple dozen minutes maybe.
Host ROM says:
CNS: I have what you would call Prime Directive restrictions on my abilities, but I can offer advice
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
CO: Permission to return to Main Engineering, sir?
Host CO_Sketek says:
CEO: Permission granted.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Enters the Turbolift:: CPU: Deck 21.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
ROM: Then, give us some advice please. We are in desperate need for it
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Paces in the Turbolift::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO*: Most likely, if you move to the direction I told, you'll exit the temporal phase variance and return to normal time.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Exits the Turbolift and runs to Main Engineering::
Host ROM says:
CNS: Your XO is in a time bubble, cause unknown, there are likely more of them in there, however I do believe it may be possible to map them like what would you say, a mine field
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CSO*:But you said if I move I will die.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO*: please, Sir, just move.  I'm not sure the sphere is stable and it may affect other parts of your body!
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Enters Main Engineering:: EO: Status Report.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: The Warp core began to increase in temperature, then decrease as the Matter/Antimatter reaction broke down. Main Power is offline and the M/AM Injectors are shut down.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Sees the OPS:: OPS: What are you doing here?
Host ROM says:
Pause "The Prometheus Interphase" Intermission
Host ROM says:
Resume "The Prometheus Interphase"
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO* If you move more of yourself into the sphere, you'll die.  But you won't if you move heading the directing I told you, Sir.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Begins to get a hold of himself::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Has very little idea on how to deal with temporal anomalies::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CEO: The Captain sent me to help with the Warp Core Problem.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
OPS: Oh. That was.....thoughtful, of him.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CSO* Ok where did you want me to go again?
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO*: Go 4 meters North by Northwest, Commander. 
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CEO: Perhaps he thought that, leadership was needed down here when you were gone
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: The Lieutenant ::Points to OPS:: Noted that the lack of M/AM Reaction could be due to the gravitational force of the Black Hole. His recommendation was that we move the ship, but we have yet to do so, obviously. ::Motions around Main Engineering::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CSO* Which way is north?
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: Understood. OPS: I'm fairly confident in my staff, thank you for being available, though.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CEO: Although, I had no doubt that your team could have handled their job superbly.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
OPS: I hope they weren't too rough on you.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::In the XO chair following everything on the screen
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Chuckles at the CEO's remark:: CEO: If I am no longer needed here, I will report back to the bridge.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO*: Do you see that door onto your left?  That's North by Northwest.  Go that way.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
OPS: Of course.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CSO* Thank you.
Host ROM says:
Action: The core is eerily silent, no longer pulsating with the matter antimatter annihilations of deuterium and anti deuterium  which bend space and make faster than light travel possible.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Nods to the CEO and then the EO in turn, then exits Main Engineering and walks to the Turbolift::  CPU: Deck 1, Main Bridge.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Thinks and takes a step towards the doorway without turning::
Host CO_Sketek says:
ROM: You mentioned that the time bubbles were like a minefield. But is there anything we could do to get the XO out of that one he is in now?
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Looks to the core:: Aloud: It just seems so un-natural without the core on.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: You're telling me.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Notices that the warp core has been brought off line::
Host ROM says:
Action: With each slow motion, flesh can be seen literally growing on the XO's leg.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Looks at his leg and takes another step::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Exits the Turbolift and walks onto the bridge:: CO: Lieutenant Laredo reporting for duty sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Welcome back and please take your station.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: Let's start working on some contingencies in case the OPS and your theory doesn't work. What else could be causing the Intermix to not happen?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Of course sir; what is our status on the XO, sir.  ::speaks as he takes the empty seat at his console.::
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: We are still quite unaware of what is really happening but the current status can be seen on the big screen.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Continues walking towards the doorway with his hands probing in front of him::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: It could be a number of things, that's the problem. I've looked at everything, the Injectors, the flow, the tanks, the coolant, everything. It all makes sense until we get to the Reaction Chamber and then nothing happens. It's almost as if the two particles aren't made to react to one another.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: If you make an analysis of the time bubble, would it help if we sent another away team to pull the XO from the bubble? With ray guns or with some other close range method?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Oh, right.  ::looks at the screen, and sees the XO walking, also notes the XO's skeletal limbs and the flesh "growing" back.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Nods:: EO: We can only hope, then.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: I don't think that'll be needed, Sir.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
Self: This is all very strange, time bubbles. Like mines, a new weapon...  ::starts thinking hard::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Do you have an alternative plan?
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@*CSO* Am I out of this yet?
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: In the meantime, go to the storage locker, get a plasma welding torch, a stabilizing bracket and ten-twelve gauge iron rods.
Host John_Sea says:
Action: The XO emerges from the time bubble and flesh returns to his body, he is unharmed.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Tries to get a transporter lock on XO::
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Puzzled:: CEO: Aye, Sir. ::Goes to the locker and gets the material and sets it in the middle of the Main Engineering Floor::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Start mapping the temporal anomalies of the station. We should now have some kind of an idea what the time bubbles are like so use that data as the basis of your mapping.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: I'm kind of hoping that Commander Durron may walk free from the bubble himself.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: Aye.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
@::Continues walking towards the doorway with his right hand outstretched::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Goes into his office and grabs a bag of marshmallows out of a cabinet::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
*XO* Just a little farther, Sir.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Scans the time bubble XO just was in and uses the data to track down other similarly behaving areas of space::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Comes back out into Main Engineering and lights up the Torch, uses the stabilizing bracket to angle it upwards, spears a marshmallow with a rod and begins to roast them:: All: Join in, everybody.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Shakes head and picks up a rod and a marshmallow, begins to roast it::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: It's now possible to beam Mr. Durron back to the ship.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Do so.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Beams XO to Transporter Room 1::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Continues mapping the time bubbles in the station and the surrounding space::
TC_MCPO_Molecules says:
::Watches the XO materialize, goes over to support him::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
Self: why would the federation make weapons like this....
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Send a medical team there too.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Smiles relieved::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Materializes in the Transporter room::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: There are now two things causing the warp problems.  The first is the black hole is attracting the particles away from each other.  The second is, there is an anti time bubble port side of   the Andromeda.
TC_MCPO_Molecules says:
XO: Take it easy now, Commander. If I know the Captain, he'll have a med team here on the double.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Notifies the sick bay that a patient will be waiting for a medical team in Transporter Room 1::
Dr_Ens_Karr says:
::Enters Transporter Room 1 with a Medical Team and an Antigrav thingy::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: I'm making some progress in mapping the time bubbles. It appears that they react to tachyon beams in a certain fashion. ::Uploads the specifics to CSO's console::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Gets back to the ships sensors::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Start mapping the time bubbles in the space while the CTO is scanning the station.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Wanders if the CO caught his last update on the warp core issue.::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CTO: Oh, I see.  Great job, Sir.  I'll apply your protocol to the surrounding space, to see if there are any more bubbles around.
Dr_Ens_Karr says:
Med Team: Get him on the stretcher and take him to Sickbay, stat.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: We should pull back from here. This is one giant minefield of some strange kind.
Take the helm and set a course to the edge of this system.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Takes off the rest of the EVA helmet off and collapses to the ground::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Yes Captain, I'm already on it.  ::applies the CTO's method and begins the scan::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Yes sir, I'll move us back and also inform that CEO that he can try to fix the warp core now?
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: Sir, perhaps we should reactivate the M/AM Injectors before we forget and start singing Kumbayah.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Yes, coordinate with the CEO.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: Right. *M/AMRI Teams* Reactivate the Injectors, full flow.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Slaves helm to his console, and sets the course:: CO: Ready to engage at your command.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
::Stands up and walks to the "Pool Table", sees the M/AM Levels return to normal::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: Fine. When you're finished, upload the time bubble map to our flight control systems so we won't accidentally steer our ship into one of them.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Engage.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Keeps mapping the bubbles on the station::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CTO: Very well.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Pulls off the rest of the damaged suit and curls into the fetal position::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CO: Why would anyone make a weapon like this?
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
*CEO* We will be moving to the edge of the system momentarily, perhaps you will try my theory and try to fix the warp core? ::Engages the impulse engines; the ship begins to make its way to the system's edge::
Med Team says:
::Hoists Commander Durron on a Stretcher and leaves for sickbay::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: I believe I have at least a partial solution to riddle presented to us by the station.
Host John_Sea says:
Action: The Andromeda returns to the edge of the system and main power comes back online.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
*OPS* Acknowledged. ::Gets to Feet and watches the Warp Core Reactivate and Main Power come back online::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
::Is satisfied with himself::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: That's one question we need to answer sooner or later.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Go ahead.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: We are now back at the edge of the system sir.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
OPS:  I'm sending the coordinates of the bubbles to our console.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: It appears that this station was a weapons research center, and that one of the prototype weapons was a temporal device that was supposed to be used as an anti-Borg weapon.
Dr_Ens_Karr says:
*CO* We have the XO and we're taking him to Sickbay. ::Enters Turbolift with med-team and Antigrav unit:: CPU: Deck 7.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Very good. We will stay here for now.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CSO: Yes.  What shall I do with them?
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO/CTO/OPS: Sir, there was another bubble near Andromeda and there are lots of little ones on the station.
Host CO_Sketek says:
*Dr. Karr* Acknowledged.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CO: Ok it seems then that this question is answered.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
OPS: You should avoid sending Andromeda into one of the bubbles.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CSO: Yes, of course.  ::uses the bubble coordinates to keep the Andromeda away from the bubbles::
Host John_Sea says:
Action: OPS' panel lights up green as his circuit pathways begin routing power.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Obviously things got out of hand.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: Another Crisis averted. Not that we had much to do with it. ::Shuts off Plasma Welder and puts the supplies in the storage locker::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: Indeed.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
EO: Indeed. Never a dull moment.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
CEO: I'll say.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Stays curled on the bed but begins shaking::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO/CTO/OPS: Sir, the Away Team scans reveal that the dust on the station's floor used to be people...  they just aged too much....
Med Team says:
::Enters sickbay and puts the XO on the Diagnostic Bed::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Sir, circuit pathways are routing power again.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: That is yet another answer although a very sad one.
Dr_Ens_Karr says:
::Secures the Diagnostic bed and gives the XO a sedative::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: This place will probably have to be cleared by a similar device or quarantined for an undetermined time. Either way, I don't think we can do much more here.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Very good.
Host ROM says:
Captain: If I may point out..........you don't know if the experiment has been shut down
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: I thought about returning to find out what happened to the people in the station. Do you think it is safe to assume that they are all dead?
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Nods at the CO's remark::  CO: Quite true, Sir.  Some of the bubbles are 500 years out of synchronization...
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: There are no life signs, and what the away team saw strongly suggests that very many have died there.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: So yes, I believe it's safe to assume that everyone on board the station has died.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Do you agree with the CTO?
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: I agree, Sir.  Scans didn't show any life signs.
Host ROM says:
Action: Sensors detect a particle with backward quantum spin near the station.
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Thinking what ROM said::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Walks into his office and summons a Vampire's Vengeance from the replicator, sits down at his desk and draws up his Inbox. "No New Messages"::
Host CO_Sketek says:
ROM: Do you mean that the station could be producing more of these weapons all by itself?
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Informs the CO about the what the sensors detected::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
CPU: Computer, I need some "Eagles" right about now.
Host ROM says:
Captain: If the experiment is still active it will continue to spawn these bubbles.
CPU says:
CEO: Acknowledged. ::Begins playing The Eagles "Hotel California"::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Listens to ROM and keeps scanning the nearby space for growing or forming time bubbles::
Host CO_Sketek says:
ROM: Yes, perhaps. I assumed that the station would have lost its ability to produce these weapons once the crew deceased but that might not have been a correct assumption.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
*EO* In all the madness, did we ever get the work on the Deflector dish done?
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Looks at the CNS::  CNS: Oh Tal! I'm sorry, I didn't notice you earlier.  You look....  different...  What happened to your hair?
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
*CEO* The Team reported that the problem was that one of the gyro-stabilizers was malfunctioning, they replaced it and realigned the dish. It's working properly now.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: If you look over all the data we have gathered of the bubbles, does it indicate more of a static situation of a fixed number of deployed mines or a changing situation?
Host ROM says:
Captain: You have no idea what is fueling the bubbles and whether it is self perpetuating, there is also the matter of the particle with a backward quantum spin
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Gets a hold of him self and stands up.  He looks at Dr. Karr then nods and heads for the door::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CSO: It's a new look. It makes me look the way i feel and the way i am now. The old Tal has died and here is the new Tal with the new look
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CNS: I'll talk to you later, I'm looking at another puzzling data.
Dr_Ens_Karr says:
XO: Commander it would be advisable for you to get at least 24 hours bed rest.
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Uses sensors to detect wormholes and other singularities that may put 2 dimensions in interaction::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
*EO* That's good news. Can I have an efficiency report on my desk by 0800 tomorrow?
Host CO_Sketek says:
ROM: It is true that I don't understand this technology.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
Dr. Karr: Yah sure I'll get it later.
Dr_Ens_Karr says:
::Shakes head::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Walks out of the sickbay and heads for the bridge::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: ROM is right, the temporal anomalies are spreading.
EO_SCPO_Keyes says:
*CEO* Of course, sir.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: More bubbles are being born in the station all the time.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Spins around in chair to look at Master Situation Console behind his desk, Watches the blips indicating Engineering Teams move about the ship::
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: I had an idea, perhaps it would be possible to destroy these bubbles somehow.
Host ROM says:
::Frowns:: Captain: You know you have to send people back.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: On the other hand, the bubbles aren't affecting the station itself in any way.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: It means that we must somehow stop them.
And we must also find a way to destroy them.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: It's quite possible that the station is made out of something that can resist the temporal disturbances.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: I was indeed mistaken when I spoke earlier. I agree.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Walks on to the bridge and looks around::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: We need to make a very throughout map of the known mines and learn their behavior.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: We could perhaps try to analyze the material that has been used to construct the station.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Turns back around to his console and draws up his schematics for the New Warp Core Design::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: It could offer us some insight to the time bubbles, as that material is apparently immune to the bubbles' effects.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CTO: Do we need to analyze? Doesn't Federation have records of the construction materials?
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
CO: Aye aye Captain.  ::Begins tachyon bursts to detect the mines::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Minimizes the designs and brings up Holodeck Time Schedules, reserves a slot during his off duty time::
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: We need to make a request for Starfleet so that they hand us over all data of this station, no matter how classified.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: Probably, but such information is not easily available.
Host CO_Sketek says:
XO: Welcome back.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Yes sir.  I'll send them a report on our status, and request the data?
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
CO: Thank you sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Yes, do so.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Walks over to the CSO::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
CO/OPS: I agree sir, we need to know all there is to know about this station
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
XO: Hello, Commander.
Host CO_Sketek says:
All: And the black hole. Does it have something to do with this experiment failing?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: This is a top secret weapons research center after all, and its unlikely that our own databases have the required information and sending the information via subspace channels from Starfleet HQ would be both unsafe and slow.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
CSO: I would like to apologize for my recent behavior.  I was under some stress and I lost it.
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
CPU: Begin Log.
CPU says:
CEO: Log Open.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
CSO: I wish you to know that I don't think you would try to kill me but...
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Begins dictating log to computer::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
XO: Oh, there's no need for that.  I understand perfectly.  It's just good to have you back on board, Sir.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
CSO: Thank you
Host CO_Sketek says:
*CEO* You need to find ways to compensate for the problems the black hole is bringing us. We are going back to the station.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Aye.  ::brings up a blank transmission screen, and begins to write Starfleet a transmission including the Andromeda's current status, and also a request for all data about the Prometheus Station.::
CSO_Cmdr_Z`heta says:
::Makes a small bow::
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Gets up from the chair:: XO: I kept it warm for you sir
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Stops Dictating:: CPU: Pause Log. *CO* Aye, sir. I'll begin formulating a plan.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::walks over to his chair and looks at the CNS:: CNS: thank you.
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
::Sits down::
CEO_Lt_Capulette says:
::Walks out into Main Engineering:: Engineering Crew: Okay, people, we need to figure out a way to make it so this thing doesn't knock us to death, we're going back to that station.
OPS_LtJG_Laredo says:
CO: Transmission sent sir.
CNS_LtCmdr_Jordain says:
::Goes and stand next to the XO on the right side::
XO_Cmdr_Durron says:
CO: If you find that you need to send someone back to that...station. I will go.
Host ROM says:
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